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Preface

- The essential facts for the CSEC Human and Social Biology examinations have been put together to aid quick understanding and memorisation.
- The book should prove useful for pupils working on their own and they will find it most suitable for quick revision.
- Main headings in red are based on the syllabus objectives, followed by the necessary facts concisely stated.
- The facts, stated in simple language, are those which a teacher would want their best pupils to have in their exercise books.
- Many teachers will find it useful to have the most significant facts selected for use in their lessons.
- Only objectives written in the syllabus are covered.
- Each type of the CSEC examination assessment (multiple choice, short answer and essay type questions) and how they are marked is explained.
- One sample paper of the CSEC type, with multiple choice, short answer and essay type questions, is included for the student to practise.
- Many diagrams have labels, with the essential facts in note form and essential functions in red – study them carefully.
- Diagrams that students may be required to draw in the examination have black headings – practise drawing them.
- Diagrams that students are unlikely to have to draw in an examination have red headings – you may have to answer questions about them.
- Revision Hints throughout this guide are shown as sections in red print and give specific advice on how to revise, generally followed by examples and questions for pupils to try.
- While revision examples are taken from the preceding pages, such revision techniques can and should be practised on any topics suitable throughout this revision book.
- These hints include working with a friend to test and explain facts to each other. Also included are how to answer examination questions and interpret the specific words used. The hints explain how to read and construct graphs, solve problems and various other ideas to make revision more thorough and interesting.